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Building for the

FUTURE

BUILD YOUR
PROTOTYPE

Having a hard time dedicating time to developing
smart structural engineering solutions? This is
your opportunity to spend a concentrated effort to
develop a prototype for your company. 

Build a prototype in days, not months, with
the SkyCiv engineering team on hand and ready to
help, you'll unlock code blocks faster.

Previous Process API Solution

$1,500 

$1,000 

$500 

$0 

SAVE DESIGN
HOURS +  COST

Many of our API users are already saving design
time and costs, providing more streamlined
design services to their clients. Here's an
example of how we helped one engineering firm
reduce their design time by 80%, resulting in the
following (per design) savings:

Average Design Cost



At the end of the Hackathon, you'll have the
opportunity to showcase your solution to the
SkyCiv team and other participants during Demo
Day. You'll receive instant feedback and
suggestions to help you shape your solution.

The top 5 solutions will be featured in our
weekly newsletter, social media platforms and
website, reaching more than 80,000 engineers
around the world. 

Note: this is optional, and if requested, your
solution can remain confidential.
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Building for the

FUTURE

In a world where things are changing
rapidly everyday, it's important to stay
ahead of the curve.

By spending a bit of time now to develop
innovative and smart technology, your
company can move forward with great
speed and efficiency.

OUTCOMES
SHOWCASE TO
80 ,000+ ENGINEERS

UPSKILL  YOUR
WORKFORCE

With the support of the SkyCiv Team, your
engineers can attend workshops and be upskilled
in programming, the use of APIs, and design
automation to help your company be more
efficient. Learn from some of our most
experienced and knowledgeable
engineers/programmers, all for free.

A workable, useful
solution/prototype

Help your team design more
efficiently

Up-skilling in programming
with workshops

Stay up to date with
technology

Showcase and market your
solution to engineers

Engage and meet others in
the industry with like-
minded interests


